Year 1_- Homework Autumn
Complete 1 task every week (alternate Maths and English) in your homework book.
Week 1 – due 17.9.19
Write 5 adjectives to describe an autumn scene. Write 3 sentences using these adjectives.
SC: Discuss an Autumn scene using describing words (adjectives)
Pick 5 favourite and write
Put them into a sentence – encourage to use phonics when writing.
Week 2 – due 24.9.19
Write your number bonds to 20. Challenge – Can you go higher than 20? Is there a pattern?
SC: Find number pairs that equal 10 e.g. 1+9=10 and write down
Repeat for twenty
Can they go higher?
Week 3 – due 1.10.19
Write a set of instructions on how to make a pumpkin lantern.
SC: Pick Title
List what you will need
Numbered steps
Check/Read
Can act out
Week 4 – due 8.10.19
Roll a dice and double the number you have rolled. Do this 10 times.
SC: Roll dice
Say number
Add/ count on
Week 5 – due 15.10.19
Write a list of food you would like to have at a party
SC: Discuss party food
Write in list format
Check
Week 6 – due 22.10.19
What different pictures can you make from 2d shapes?
SC: Names shapes
Draw shapes
Add detail/ colour
Week 7 – due 29.10.19
Design a new toy and label it.
SC: Look at your own toys
Discuss new ideas
Draw and colour
Label different parts
*write a sentence explaining what it does
Week 8 – due 5.11.19
What objects can you find that are longer than 30cm around the house?
SC: Look around
Guess length of object
Measure object
Write or draw object
Write length with units (CM)
Week 9 – due 12.11.19
Write a book review of a book you have read.
SC: Discuss book
What did you like?
What didn’t you like?
Would you tell a friend to read it?
Did you like the pictures?

